CN Di Pesaro Naumachos 82
Price: €3,495,000

"Indian" a 25.5m, 180 gross ton Naumachos 82 built by Cantieri di Pesaro in 2008, presents a superb
opportunity for ownership of a superbly well-maintained, true explorer yacht.

The Naumachos 82 series featured a groundbreaking high volume and immensely seaworthy design engineered
by Sergio Cutolo of Hydrotec paving the way for the hugely popular "pocket explore yacht" concept that has
become so successful and popular today.

Built with a steel hull and aluminium superstructure, "Indian" offers huge volume more usually found in yachts
approaching 35m loa. A tri-deck yacht, offering vast accommodation, "Indian" is a proper home at sea that can
take on the most extreme conditions. Maximum navigation safety is guaranteed that allows sailing in wind
strength greater than force 8 and wave heights above 4m. Combined with an efficient hydraulic stabilising
system - zero-speed and underway - maximum comfort at sea is assured.

"Indian" offers ship-like ruggedness and the main engine is a heavy-duty, professional use 700bhp Baudouin
that guarantees a high level of reliability, low maintenance and economical operational costs. At a cruising speed
of 10-10.5 knots "Indian" has a range of 4,500 nautical miles. The Nanni diesel &lsquo;get-home' engine will
provide any owner with additional full reassurance guaranteeing 6.5kts at 20/l/hr consumption.
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Designed for long periods at sea, "Indian" offers virtually unlimited freshwater production, large freezer,
refrigerator, and well-equipped internal and external galleys, huge overall storage capacity, and robust systems
throughout.

The same owner from new has refitted her twice ensuring full compliance and a superb overall condition. The
last refit being in 2016/17.

With a full beam master suite "Indian" offers sumptuous accommodation for nine in a four stateroom
configuration comprising the master, VIP and two twins - one with a Pullman bunk. A crew compliment of four is
accommodated in two double cabins forward on the main deck.

Key Features :

• Excellent condition throughout
• Fully refitted in 2016/17
• Get-home engine with 20 lts/hr consumption at 6.5kts
• Steel hull and lightweight alloy superstructure
• 4,500 nm range at 10/10.5 kts cruise speed, 65lts/hr consumption
• Certified to RINA Category A Unrestricted Navigation
• Interior arrangement providing a full-beam master suite and accommodation for nine
• At anchor stablisation
• Designed and fully equipped for long periods at sea
• Volume more usually expected from yachts approaching 35m length

"Indian" is a proper rugged ship offering superyacht quality throughout and impressively high equipment levels
in a voluminous full-displacement efficient steel hull.
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Specification

Builder/Designer

Dimensions

Year:

2008

Beam:

7.67m

Builder:

CN Di Pesaro

Max Draft:

2.8m

Construction:

Steel

Length Overall:

25.5

Engines

Boat Name:

Max Speed:

13 knots

Cruising Speed:

10 knots

Indian

Location:
Imperia, Italy
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SPECIFICATION AND INVENTORY
"Indian" a 25.5m, 180 gross ton Naumachos 82 built by Cantieri di Pesaro in 2008, presents a superb opportunity for
ownership of a superbly well-maintained, true explorer yacht.

The Naumachos 82 series featured a groundbreaking high volume and immensely seaworthy design engineered by Sergio
Cutolo of Hydrotec paving the way for the hugely popular "pocket explore yacht" concept that has become so successful and
popular today.

Built with a steel hull and aluminium superstructure, "Indian" offers huge volume more usually found in yachts approaching
35m loa. A tri-deck yacht, offering vast accommodation, "Indian" is a proper home at sea that can take on the most extreme
conditions. Maximum navigation safety is guaranteed that allows sailing in wind strength greater than force 8 and wave heights
above 4m. Combined with an efficient hydraulic stabilising system - zero-speed and underway - maximum comfort at sea is
assured.

"Indian" offers ship-like ruggedness and the main engine is a heavy-duty, professional use 700bhp Baudouin that guarantees a
high level of reliability, low maintenance and economical operational costs. At a cruising speed of 10-10.5 knots "Indian" has a
range of 4,500 nautical miles. The Nanni diesel &lsquo;get-home' engine will provide any owner with additional full
reassurance guaranteeing 6.5kts at 20/l/hr consumption.

Designed for long periods at sea, "Indian" offers virtually unlimited freshwater production, large freezer, refrigerator, and
well-equipped internal and external galleys, huge overall storage capacity, and robust systems throughout.

The same owner from new has refitted her twice ensuring full compliance and a superb overall condition. The last refit being in
2016/17.

With a full beam master suite "Indian" offers sumptuous accommodation for nine in a four stateroom configuration comprising
the master, VIP and two twins - one with a Pullman bunk. A crew compliment of four is accommodated in two double cabins
forward on the main deck.

Key Features :

? Excellent condition throughout
? Fully refitted in 2016/17
? Get-home engine with 20 lts/hr consumption at 6.5kts
? Steel hull and lightweight alloy superstructure
? 4,500 nm range at 10/10.5 kts cruise speed, 65lts/hr consumption
? Certified to RINA Category A Unrestricted Navigation
? Interior arrangement providing a full-beam master suite and accommodation for nine
? At anchor stablisation
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? Designed and fully equipped for long periods at sea
? Volume more usually expected from yachts approaching 35m length

"Indian" is a proper rugged ship offering superyacht quality throughout and impressively high equipment levels in a voluminous
full-displacement efficient steel hull.
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